Abstract: Important parameters to identify and develop appropriate animal models for longevity science include survivability, age-related disorders, and easy handling of aged individuals. It is found that F334/Du and F344/N have distinctive strain difference in these parameters. The finding suggests F334/Du and F344/N, even though they are historically siblings, need clearly separate identification when used as animal models for aging science, in particular, longevity science.
Laboratory strains of small rodents, mice and rats have been established as animal models for biomedical science with detailed controls over factors related to genetics, microbiology and nutrition but not necessarily specific time that has lapsed. In aging science, it is aged/aging laboratory rodents that are essential for understanding the mechanisms of aging at the individual level.
When aged/aging laboratory rodents were not commercially available, some groups of researchers on aging in Japan and US, including the National Institute on Aging (NIA), Maryland, tried to establish aging farms (A/F) to produce colonies of rodents for their research. NIA developed A/Fs under both private and contractual arrangement with funding by the National Institute of Health (NIH), Maryland (See the latest NIA catalogue for animal resources).
Longevity science pursues quality of life for human beings. It mainly consists of basic and social gerontology and geriatrics. Basic gerontology requires animal models that are aged in good health without substantial disorders, while geriatrics needs those that significantly develop age-related disorders. It is therefore important to identify and develop effective parameters for animal models to meet specific needs in basic gerontology and geriatrics. The parameters should also be defined sensitively by incorporating time and individuals.
In aging science a uniquely significant parameter, survivability (SvA), has been developed for laboratory rodents. SvA is the accumulated life span of individual rodents. If a factor that may modify SvA can be pathologically identified as an disorder, it will help to improve the quality of laboratory rodents as animal models, thus contributing to geriatric research. It also means that after such a disorder modifies SvA, the handling or maintenance of animals will become difficult, since SvA, disorders and ease of handling are closely related to one another, and are easy to make estimations exter-nally. They therefore seem to be very effective parameters and, thus, it is convenient to use them as parameters to assess, compare and establish appropriate animal models.
The 22nd Annual Meeting of the Japan Society for Biomedical Gerontology (JSBG) was held at Kyoto International Conference Hall from June 16 to 18, 1999. Among reports presented during the meeting were those, which dealt with "F344" rats, which seem to pose interesting discrepancies when collectively analyzed. Such differences can be categorized into two groups, the one related to biological characteristics of "F344" rats and the other attributable to nonspecific notation or description of strains. This report aims to clarify such discrepancies with attentions to differences among substrains.
In the first group, notable discrepancies are related to biological characteristics in view of the aforementioned three parameters; SvA, disorders and ease of handling.
The first discrepancy is found in the half life span or 50% SvA of male rodents as compared in Table 1 . The half life span of "F344" was 29 months of age in the report by Toho University (Toho) [5] , whereas 50% SvA was 24.8 months for "F344/N" at the National Institute for Longevity Sciences (NILS) [8] .
The second discrepancy concerns age-related disorders. NILS reported that hematological disorders, including both leukemia and anemia, were the highest at 84.70% for "F344/N" [4] . The Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology (TMIG) reported that the incidence of leukemia was moderate (about 50%) for "F344/ DuCrj" [7] .
The third discrepancy is related to general ease of handling as laboratory rodents. NILS reported that "F-344" and "F344/N" were very difficult to use [3, 4, 8] , but Nagasaki University (Nagasaki) did not include "F344" in the same category [6] . These discrepancies among the four institutes, as contrasted by three parameters, are too significant to ignore. It may even be hard to accept them as the results of observing the same strain of rats. "F344 rats" have been recommended as a suitable laboratory strain for aging science partly because of their advantages in terms of long-term breeding and small body size. Nevertheless, reported "F344" rats are not consistent enough in biological characteristics, especially the long median life span (31 months for males and 29 months for females) and the incidence of various tumors [2] (Table  1) . They were mononuclear cell leukemia (24% for males), mammary tumors (41% for females and 23% for males), pituitary adenomas (36% for females and 24% for males), testicular interstitial cell tumors (85% for males) [2] . In particular the reported incidence of leukemia and pituitary adenomas is obviously different from what has been observed among "F344/N" at NILS [2] (Table 1) .
Because of these inconsistent biological characteristics, it is not appropriate to recommend "F344" rats, with a higher incidence of leukemia, as animal model for longevity science.
In the second group, differences are related to the way "F344" rats are identified. At the JSBG meeting, out of sixty-six reports registered for the general oral presentation session (one of them was canceled later), forty reports dealt with laboratory strains of rodents in their research. As shown in Table 2 , laboratory strains of rats reported at the meeting can be divided into four Table 2 ). Others include both explicitly named "F344" such as F344/DuCrj or F344/ N and ambiguously identified "F344" such as F-344, Fischer 344 rats, Fischer or F344. The description used by Toho, Nagasaki, and NILS is grouped into "others". Precise strain names used by Toho and Nagasaki became available through our interviews with their researchers. They said their "F344" rats were purchased from Charles River Japan (CRJ), Yokohama. This indicates that their rats are F344/DuCrj, the same as those used by TMIG.
Biological characteristics common among inbred strains are generally stable and constant, although there are many factors that may affect or modify the characteristics. In the abovementioned case, there are marked differences in biological characteristic between NILS on one side and Toho, Nagasaki and TMIG on the other, as shown in Table 1 . With precise notation, the strain used by NILS is identifiable as F344/N while that used by Toho, Nagasaki and TMIG is identifiable as F344/ Du. By taking into consideration these two differences, i.e. in biological characteristics and strain notation, one can suggest that inconsistency in biological characteristic among Toho, TMIG, Nagasaki and NILS may reflect indigenous differences between F344/Du purchased from CRJ and F344/N from SLC Ltd. (SLC), Hamamatsu, resulting from differences by strain.
To make this point clear, we tried to trace the history of "F344" rats to understand the differences in biological parameters summarized in Table 1 and to clarify differences in the notation of strain names as listed in Table 2 .
"F344" stemmed from a colony established at the Institute for Cancer Research, Columbia University (CU) under the Columbia Project in 1919 aiming at the development of rat models for cancer research at CU (Fig. 1) . Drs. Curtis, Dunning and Bullock promoted this project at CU. CU purchased the first rat stocks from seven different breeders, including Fischer, August, Marshall and Zimmerman, and a stock from Copenhagen, Denmark. Subsequent inbreeding led to the development of various inbred strains [1] . One of such inbred strains was F344 [2] and it had been characterized as mentioned above. This originated in the three hundred and forty fourth pair of Fischer and was named F344.
In 1949, some F344 rats were shared with Dr. Heston at the National Cancer Institute, NIH. In the next year, he added /N to F344 on F51 to identify the shared F344 as a sub-line at NIH, from an original colony at CU (Fig. 1) . Based on descendants of this F344/N, NIA established a contract A/F at Harlan Sprague Dewley (HSD), Indiana [3] (Fig. 1) , so that F344/N rats now available from contract A/F at HSD through NIA should be described as F344/NHsd. Although HSD adopted this name, NIA introduced this strain in the catalogue for animal resources as Fischer 344.
SLC introduced breeding nuclei of F344/N from the Institute of Medical Science, University of Tokyo (IMSUT) on F138 in 1980 (Fig. 1) . SLC established a Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) colony of F344/N through Caesarean section after breeding them. SPF F344/N therefore became available commercially as F344/NSlc. NILS established its own A/F on this F344/NSlc. At the current meeting NILS reported its findings on this F344/N [4, 8] or F344/NHsd purchased from HSD [3] .
Along an original line of F344, there is another major strain. Charles River Laboratories (CRL) introduced breeding nuclei of F344 rats from Dr. Dunning on F68 in 1960, 11 years after the sharing with Dr Heston, and named F344/Du to distinguish it from CU colony. In 1965, CRL established SPF colony through Caesarean section of this strain on F81. CRJ introduced a descendant of this SPF F344/Du on F110 in 1976. As a result, F344/Du became available commercially as F344/DuCrj in Japan.
By tracing the history, it became clear that there are three major strains for "F344" rats: the original F344 at CU, F344/N sub-lined at NIH and F344/Du sub-lined at CRL. A half a century has passed since the segregation of F344/N from the original F344, and forty years since the segregation of F344/Du. It should be noted that even among inbred strains, segregation for several decades may be enough to differentiate them one from another in terms of their biological characteristics.
In Japan, only two sub-lined strains, but original F344 have been available. They can be traced back by pedigree to either the sub-lined strain at NIH (F344/N) distributed from SLC, or the Dunning strain of CRL (F344/Du) from CRJ [2] .
In the JSBG case, therefore, inconsistent biological characteristics associated with "F344" rats can be explained as strain differences between F344/Du and F344/N with the help of detailed notation of their names and confirmation of their history. In fact, this report is intended for the first time to suggest strain related difference between the siblings, F344/Du and F344/N. It should be more appropriate to regard the two siblings as separate identities in terms of biological characteristics, in particular, that are important to researches of longevity science. Researchers should be alerted to direct their attention to a specific strain, F344, Dunning or NIH. For conventional usage other than aging science, it is also recommended to distinguish those characteristics that are common among "F344" rats (including testicular interstitial cell tumor [2, 4] ) and those that are specific either to F344/N (shorter life span [8] , early onset of severe leukemia and sex difference in pituitary adenoma [4] ) or to F344/Du (longer life span [5] and low incidence of leukemia [7] ).
F344/Du rats appear to be more appropriate as animal models for general aging and longevity researches because their longer life span and lower incidence of tumor when compared to F344/N. Since most laboratory rodent strains have been developed for oncology, F344/N might have been bred with an inclination to a higher incidence of leukemia or accumulation of mutations modifying the incidence. This makes F344/N rats more suitable animal models for oncology and geriatrics than longevity science, although age-related hematological disorders that are characteristic to F344/ N are not so common among aged human beings.
The differences related to the reports in the JSBG meeting represent phenotypic differences between sibling strains. They indicate two points: that identifiable genetic differences may exist between the two strains, and that both the strains may have a shorter life span than expected as a result of a higher incidence of leukemia. In other words, F344/Du rats may tilt towards F344/N in the characteristic equation, and F344/N may go further. For this reason, the sibling strains require other genetic methods for strict comparison in order to identify respective loci responsible for strain differences in leukemia incidence.
When researchers precisely describe the names of strains they use, they can eliminate confusing description such as F344, F-344, Fischer 344 and Fischer (Table 2) , and avoid issues resulting from such imprecise descriptions. Furthermore, they can easily refer to and obtain information accumulated on the respective strains.
Some institutes, including NIA in the US, have recently faced problems related to the biological characteristics of "F344". They include the shortening of the half life span (NIA) and the increase in the incidence of leukemia with splenomegaly (Tufts University, Massachusetts). Strain differences between F344/Du and F344/N together with clear identification of strain names can serve as a key to solve these problems.
